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DATA SHEET LEADER MACHINE 
                                

Plate Washing Machine Mod "LEADER SPEED" - MARK CE 
 

Plate Washing Machine Mod "LEADER S SPEED" -  MARK CE 

HEAVY DUTY MACHINE – DOUBLE SPEED 
 

- Max plate width: cm. 88 – 118 -138 

- Automatic start of all work-phases is completely controlled by dedicated Micro-Computer. 

- Rollers straightening any input folds of pliers. 

- Double automatic wash cycles with dual rotating brushes in each of the two different sections, 

two separated stainless steel tanks with independent motors and independent stainless steel 

tanks for the cleaners-solvents storage. With this system is possible to produce a big number of 

Offset plates per days: 70 meter per hour. 

- Automatic rinsing cycle with one rotating brush with independent motors and warm water. This is 

a very important cycle.  

- Adjustable cycle-speed (rollers speed). 

- Gumming section and drying on both sides of the plate with hot air (adjustable power). 

- All parts in contact with cleaner-solvent, gum and warm water are in stainless steel.  

- Tanks service entered in a drawer with sliding movement of the liquid is completely closed loop. 

- Semi-automatic washing cycle of gumming rollers, with micron-switch for safety position control 

of the lever faucet. 

- Warm water recycle unit with electrical resistance. 

- Dedicated Micro-Computer control with the presence of water recycling, water temperature 

(factory set at + / - 35 ° C), plate washed count (can reset), automatic control power of the 

heating elements of hot air dryer, warning on the display of errors and the stages of work of the 

machine. 

- Notice by led light green and display of the dedicated Micro-Computer for free admission for the 

insertion of plates in sequence. 

- Tanks capacity service: 2 tanks Lt.40 cleaner-solvent, 1 tank Lt. 10 for the gum and 1 tank Lt. 10 

for the water of gumming rollers washing cycle. 

- Warm water external recycle unit capacity Lt.80. 
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